
Watch a recorded demo to see how retailers use Quantum Metric 
to get real-time, quantified customer insights. quantummetric.com/product-tours

Autocapture 60+ 

events upon setup with 

no additional 

configuration required. 

Get real-time 
data, fast.

Reproduce 100% of 

the customer 

experience and view 

“more like it.”

Drive empathy 
and action.

Integrate with testing 

tools to compare A/B 

tests and validate 

better hypotheses. 

Iterate customer 
experiences 
with confidence.

Allow service agents 

to watch sessions and 

troubleshoot faster.

Troubleshoot 
issues from the 
customers' POV.

Quantum Metric uncovers guest pain points faster, 
calculates booking and conversion impact, and stack ranks 
them by business opportunity.

Quantum Metric uncovers revenue-impacting 

opportunities during booking, check-in and on-property 

experiences. This is possible with real-time quantified 

guest insights across platforms including website, 

mobile app, and kiosk. Business and technical teams 

can reproduce 100% of guest experiences, view 

aggregated analytics by session, and validate the 

intended impact of new features. All of this allows for 

teams to build and release faster and with confidence to 

raise the bar on increasing guest expectations.

How? 

Quantum Metric for 
hospitality.
Helping hotels build better digital experiences faster.

Annual opportunity

$6.2M

Conversion rate drop

39%

http://www.quantummetric.com/watch-a-demo


As the pioneer in Continuous Product Design, Quantum Metric helps the world’s largest travel 

brands put customers at the heart of everything they do. The Quantum Metric platform empowers a 

customer-centric culture, helping business and technology teams align faster on customer needs 

and prioritize the opportunities that will drive the most value. Today, Quantum Metric captures 

insights from 29 percent of the world’s internet users, supporting globally recognized brands in retail, 

travel, financial services, and telecommunications.

Watch a product tour or sign up for a personalized demo.
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